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Abstract
The atomic scale ordering and properties of cubic silicon carbide (β-SiC)
surfaces and nanostructures are investigated by atom-resolved room and
high-temperature scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy
(STS), synchrotron radiation-based valence band and core level photoelectron
spectroscopy (VB-PES, CL-PES) and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
(GIXRD). In this paper, we review the latest results on the atomic scale
understanding of (i) the structure of β-SiC(100) surface reconstructions,
(ii) temperature-induced metallic surface phase transition, (iii) one dimensional
Si(C) self-organized nanostructures having unprecedented characteristics, and
on (iv) nanochemistry at SiC surfaces with hydrogen. The organization of these
surface reconstructions as well as the 1D nanostructures’ self-organization are
primarily driven by surface stress. In this paper, we address such important
issues as (i) the structure of the Si-rich 3 × 2, the Si-terminated c(4 × 2),
the C-terminated c(2 × 2) reconstructions of the β-SiC(100) surface, (ii) the
temperature-induced reversible c(4 × 2) ⇔ 2 × 1 metallic phase transition,
(iii) the formation of highly stable (up to 900 ◦C) Si atomic and vacancy lines,
(iv) the temperature-induced sp to sp3 diamond like surface transformation, and
(v) the first example of H-induced semiconductor surface metallization on the
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface. The results are discussed and compared to other
experimental and theoretical investigations.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction and historical background

Silicon carbide (SiC) has been known for nearly two centuries since its existence was predicted
in the early 19th century in Linköping (Sweden) by Berzelius [1]. At the end of the 19th
century, Acheson in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (USA) was able to synthesize SiC, then known
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as ‘carborundum’ [2]. However, SiC is a much older material since it is even older than the solar
system. Indeed, a few years later (1895) a French pharmacist, Henri Moisan (1904 Chemistry
Nobel Prize laureate) discovered SiC on a meteorite located in the Diablo Canyon (Arizona) [3].
Then, for many years, SiC was known for its outstanding mechanical properties and was
primarily used as a hard material (the highest hardness after those of diamond and boron nitride).
SiC now became very well known as an advanced and versatile material having many existing
and promising applications in matrix composites, biocompatibility or microelectronics [4–6].
In the latter field, SiC appears to be especially suitable for high-power, high-temperature,
high-voltage, high-frequency and radiation-resistant electronic devices and sensors [4–6]. Its
average figures of merit scale up to three orders of magnitude, well above those of conventional
semiconductors such as Si or III–V compounds, SiC being outclassed only by diamond [7–
9]. Furthermore, SiC is chemically rather inert which, combined with its ability to resist
radiation damage, makes it a very suitable material for harsh environments [6, 9]. SiC is a
‘refractory’ IV–IV compound semiconducting material belonging to the class of wide band
gap semiconductors (together with diamond and group III nitrides) with a very high thermal
stability [4–9]. This makes it very useful for operations at elevated temperatures (�600–
800 ◦C instead of <150 ◦C e.g. for silicon) [4–9]. Overall, these characteristics give to SiC
many potential applications in aerospace, automotive, electronics and nuclear industries [4–9].
In addition, due to a small mismatch in lattice parameters, SiC (in both cubic and hexagonal
phases) is a very suitable substrate for III–V nitride epitaxial growth [4]. SiC exits in (β)

cubic, (α) hexagonal (more than 170 polytypes) or rhombohedral crystallographic phases,
having band gaps ranging from 2.4 to 3.3 eV, which allows the manufacture of homojunctions
and superlattices based on the same material [10]. Its breakdown field, thermal conductance,
band gap and saturated drift velocity are respectively ×10 times, ×3 times (the same as Cu),
×2 times and ×2 times higher than silicon [4–6, 8]. Among many other applications, figure 1
gives an example of the microwave characteristics simulated for an SiC BARITT diode compared

Figure 1. Maximum available microwave power as a function of the trap concentration levels Nt
for various BARITT diodes based on Si, GaAs, GaP and SiC semiconductors.
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with same BARITT devices made from Si and other conventional semiconductors [11]. One can
clearly see from figure 1 that the microwave power performances for an SiC-based BARITT

diode scale an average of about 2–3 orders of magnitude above those manufactured with other
semiconducting materials [11]. SiC also seems to be a promising material as an ultraviolet
sensor and for solar cells [12–14]. Due to their larger band gap compared to cubic SiC (2.9 to
3.3 eV instead of 2.4 eV), hexagonal 6H- and 4H-SiC polytypes are often preferred in high-
power/high-temperature applications [4–6]. However, cubic β-SiC has a much higher carrier
mobility, which makes it more suitable for high-frequency applications [4–6].

One of the major problems with SiC is the growth of high-quality single crystals. Bulk
single crystal growth has been successfully achieved for the hexagonal phase (α) using the
Lely [15] and the modified Lely [16] methods which have been used and significantly developed
in Saint Petersburg (Russia) at the Ioffe Institute and at the Electrotechnical University, and
now also in many other national laboratories, academic institutions and industrial companies
worldwide [17, 18]. While large (wafers having diameters ≈2′ and now 3′) single crystal
4H-SiC and 6H-SiC wafer could be obtained, this method still leaves a significant density of
micro-pipes in the bulk of the material; these have detrimental effects in device applications.
The situation is much more complicated for cubic (β) SiC (or 3C-SiC) crystals for which bulk
crystal growth has always resulted in high defect densities. Another approach for cubic silicon
carbide crystals is the growth of SiC thin films about few 1 µm thick on an Si(100) wafer by
C3H8 and SiH4 chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on vicinal (4◦) Si(100) wafers [19–21].
This process is now commonly used and allows us to achieve single domain β-SiC(100) thin
film crystals having much lower defect densities.

From a fundamental point of view, SiC is not a fully covalent semiconductor, unlike
other group IV semiconductors such as silicon, germanium or diamond, with a significant
charge transfer between C and Si which, due to an underlying C layer, results in its (100)
face being a polar surface. With the availability of good quality samples, the understanding
and control of both cubic and hexagonal SiC surfaces and interfaces has been successfully
achieved only recently, contrary to the surfaces of conventional semiconductors like, for
example, Si, Ge or III–V compounds that have been investigated for several decades [22–
25]. Initially, the cubic β-SiC surfaces were expected to have similar properties to those
of Si or Ge. Cubic β-SiC has the zinc blende structure with alternating Si and C planes,
leading for the β-SiC(100) surface to many different reconstructions ranging from Si-rich
3 × 2, 8 × 2, 5 × 2, 7 × 2, 9 × 2, . . . , (2n + 1) × 2, Si-terminated c(4 × 2) and 2 × 1, C-
terminated c(2×2) and C-rich 1×1 graphitic surfaces, as evidenced by both experimental and
theoretical investigations [4, 8, 26–46]. From this aspect, silicon carbide appears as a ‘surface
science laboratory’ [47]. Figure 2 gives a schematic diagram of the various reconstructions of
the β-SiC(100) surface.

Due to very large mismatches between lattice parameters when comparing β-SiC(100)
with Si(100) (−20%) and C(100) (+22%), the Si surface plane is under very large
compressive stress while the C surface plane would be, in turn, under strong stretching
stress [4, 8, 28, 29, 32, 33, 38, 43, 46]. This makes silicon carbide a test case to probe
the effect of stress in surface organization. Indeed, we will see below that these effects are
dominant features in β-SiC(100) surface ordering. The central issue is the control, at the
atomic scale, of SiC surfaces and interfaces. In addition to high-quality, well-defined surfaces,
interesting features such as a semiconducting c(4 × 2) to metallic 2 × 1 phase transition has
been discovered [38, 48].

In this paper, we present some of the latest investigations on the control and understanding,
at the atomic level, of (i) β-SiC(100) surface reconstructions, (ii) Si(C) atomic line and
nanostructure formation, on (iii) temperature-induced metallic surface phase transitions and on
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the β-SiC(100) surface preparation: (i) The ‘as-received’ β-
SiC(100) is annealed above 1250 ◦C to remove native oxides and amorphous other carbon species,
leaving a graphitic C-rich 1 × 1 surface. To restore the Si stoichiometry, room temperature Si
deposition followed by sequences of annealing at 950 ◦C are performed, leading to an Si-rich 3×2
reconstruction. (ii) Selective Si removal takes place with annealing at 1050 ◦C leading to associated
Si atomic line formation having 8 × 2, 5 × 2, 7 × 2, . . . , (2n + 1) × 2 long distance arrangements.
(iii) An 1100 ◦C annealing removes from the surface all Si atoms in excess of 1 Si ML, leaving
an Si-terminated c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction. (iv) C2H4 cracking at 1000 ◦C on the Si-
terminated surface leads to a C-terminated surface (sp) having an sp c(2×2) surface reconstruction.
(v) Annealing an sp C-terminated c(2 × 2) surface at 1250 ◦C leads to an sp3 diamond-like surface
with a pseudo 1×2 array. (vi) Additional annealing at 1250 ◦C leads to graphitization and to a 1×1
C-rich surface. The LEED diagrams are provided in the left-hand column, the STM topographs in
the middle column and the schematic diagram is on the right-hand side.

(iv) some recent aspects of the nanochemistry of SiC including H-induced surface metallization.
These studies are conducted on the basis of atom-resolved scanning tunnelling microscopy
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(STM) and spectroscopy (STS), on synchrotron radiation-based photoelectron spectroscopies
(UV-PES and XR-PES) and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) techniques. Such
important issues as the atomic structure, the role of stress in surface ordering and self-organized
Si and C nanostructures, sp → sp3 diamond-like temperature controlled transformation, fine
details in structural changes and changes in the surface/nanostructuresproperties are presented.
The models derived from the experimental studies are discussed and compared to available
state-of-the-art ab initio calculations.

2. Experimental details

Since the silicon carbide surfaces could be very sensitive, all the reported experiments have
been performed in ultra-high vacuum, with pressures in the experimental and preparation
chambers always kept in the 10−11 Torr range. The STM experiments were performed using
room temperature and variable temperature scanning tunnelling microscopes. The synchrotron
radiation photoemission experiments were performed using the ultraviolet and soft x-ray light
emitted by the 800 MeV Super ACO storage ring at Laboratoire d’Utilisation du Rayonnement
Électromagnétique (LURE, Université de Paris-Sud/Orsay, France), and at the 2.4 GeV Elettra
Sincrotrone (Trieste, Italy) 3rd generation storage ring. The grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
experiments were performed at the 3rd generation hard x-ray 6 GeV European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France). We used single crystal, single domain
β-SiC thin films (≈1 µm thick) prepared at CEA-LETI (Grenoble), at the Laboratoire des
Multimatériaux et Interfaces, Université Claude Bernard (Lyon) and at Centre de Recherche
sur l’Hétéroépitaxie, CNRS (Sophia Antipolis) by C3H8 and SiH4 chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) growth on vicinal (4◦) Si(100) wafers. High-quality β-SiC(100) surfaces were routinely
prepared from thermal annealing sequences and Si deposition for Si-terminated surfaces.
C-terminated surfaces were prepared from ethylene thermal cracking on Si-terminated surfaces.
These procedures are shown to result in very reproducible and clean surfaces as confirmed by
sharp single domain low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) patterns and specific electronic
surface states in the valence band photoemission spectra. Figure 2 gives a schematic view of
the various β-SiC(100) surface reconstructions associated with the various sequence of surface
preparation, and corresponding STM topographs and LEED patterns. Additional information
about high-quality β-SiC surface preparation, core level peak fitting and other experimental
details can be found elsewhere [9, 27–29, 33, 34, 49].

3. Atomic ordering and properties of β-SiC(100) surface reconstructions

3.1. The morphology of the Si-rich β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface

We first focus on the morphology of the Si-terminated cubic β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface
reconstruction that could be obtained from appropriate sequences of Si deposition and thermal
annealing (figure 2) [8]. The native oxides (silicon dioxide and mixed Si–C oxides) and
carbon/graphite clusters resulting from the MOCVD process were removed from the ‘as
received’ β-SiC thin film surface by a thermal annealing at 1250 ◦C leaving a clean C-rich
graphitic β-SiC(100) 1 × 1 surface [8, 51]. The 3 × 2 surface reconstruction surface was
obtained by room temperature Si deposition onto a C-rich β-SiC(100) 1 × 1 surface followed
by a thermal annealing at 1000 ◦C (figure 2). Figures 3(a)–(e) display 800 Å × 800 Å STM
topographs (filled electronic states) of such a surface for various increasing Si coverages. As
can be seen from these STM topographs, the surface includes several steps. Also of interest
is the presence of large Si islands in figures 3(a)–(c) [32, 52]. Both islands and terraces are
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e)  

a) c)  

b)  d)  

Figure 3. The morphology of the Si-rich β-SiC(100) 3×2 surface: 800 Å×800 Å STM topographs
(filled electronic states) showing (a)–(c) Si islands having a 3 × 2 array and (d) Si vacancy islands
also having a 3 × 2 array, and (e) completed β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface with no Si island left. The
‘electronic’ height of the Si islands above the surface is 2.2 Å.

made of oval spots forming a 3 × 2 surface array [27]. These spots correspond to the Si–Si
dimers [27]. The large Si islands, that are spread all over the terrace, result from the sequence
of Si deposition followed by thermal annealings. On going from figures 3(a) to (c), one can
notice that the island size increases with the sequence of Si deposition and thermal annealing,
with the formation of a full terrace as can be seen at the top of figure 3(c). These Si islands
and terraces are located at ≈2.2 Å height above the surface [27].

Figure 3(d) shows another 800 Å × 800 Å STM topograph of a 3 × 2 surface that was
prepared using a slightly higher Si deposition resulting in a larger coverage. The surface
exhibits seven steps that are all covered with vacancy islands also having a 3 ×2 surface array.
This shows that, upon increasing the Si coverage, the Si islands observed above grow in size
and coalesce to form a full terrace, leaving some vacancy islands [8, 32, 52]. At the last step
(figure 3(e)), when the all surface is covered with a full Si layer, Si- or vacancy islands are no
longer present on the 3 × 2 surface, which appears to be of high quality (comparable to silicon
surfaces) with a low density of defects. The latter include some dark spots corresponding
to dimer vacancies. One can also observe full dimer row vacancies that are sometimes
connected to the Si islands (figures 3(b) and (c)) or to vacancy islands (figure 3(d)). The
topmost Si atomic plane of the 3 × 2 surface reconstruction has an Si coverage of � = 1/3 Si
monolayer [8, 27, 32, 52–54].

3.2. The atomic structure of the Si-rich β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction

3.2.1. The structure of the topmost surface atomic layer determined by atom-resolved STM:
an asymmetric Si dimer row (ADR) layer. However, based on LEED, Auger, XPS and
previous STM experiments, the 3 × 2 surface reconstruction has been interpreted to a be
an Si-rich surface having an Si coverage of 2/3 of a monolayer (ML) [55–60]. From these
investigations, the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface structure was understood to result from dimer
rows in which the dimer direction is parallel to the row [47, 55–60]. In contrast, medium-
energy ion scattering (MEIS) and RHEED studies have shown that the Si coverage is 1/3 Si
ML [47, 53, 54], with the Si dimers also being parallel to the dimer row.
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Figure 4. A β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface shown through a 400 Å × 400 Å STM topograph (filled
electronic states). The different A, B and C types of defects mentioned in the text are marked. The
tip bias was Vt = +2.5 V with a 0.2 nA tunnelling current. (a) Close-up of an area having type
A (missing dimer) and B (dimer pair) defects. (b) Atomic profile of dimers along the X X ′ axis
showing the two components of a dimer pair which is at the origin of an antiphase boundary, with
Si dimer no longer in phase laterally.

The β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface structure has also been investigated by atom-resolved STM
which, unlike diffraction techniques, probes the real space of the topmost surface atomic layer.
Figure 4 shows a representative 400 Å × 400 Å topograph (filled electronic states) of the
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 [27]. First, one should notice the high surface quality that is comparable
to Si(100) 2 × 1 with a low density of defects. The surface includes oval spots originating
from individual Si–Si dimers in a 3 × 2 array and forming rows [27]. A few defects can
also be seen in figure 4, including missing dimers (A), dimer pairs (B), and dimers having
a different tilt angle (C). Dimer pairs are of special interest and result from two Si dimers
separated by a shorter distance [27]. Figure 4(a) shows a closer view of defect B. Height
profiles in figure 4(b) along the axis corresponding to the dimer rows stress better the existence
of dimer pairs [27]. This defect is at the origin of dimer row translation by one times the
surface lattice parameter, resulting in the formation of antiphase boundaries that can be seen
in figure 4(a) [27]. Additional insights about the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface structure could be
found by tunnelling into the empty electronic states. Figure 5 displays such a 200 Å × 200 Å
STM topograph in which the two individual Si-atoms belonging to each dimer are identified,
clearly showing that the dimers are perpendicular to the row direction [27]. A height profile
along the Y Y ′ axis shows that the two atoms belonging to the same dimer do not have the same
height, indicating that the dimers are asymmetric [27], in qualitative agreement with ab initio
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a)

Figure 5. A β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface shown through a 200 Å × 200 Å STM topograph obtained
by tunnelling into filled states (bottom) and empty states (top). The tip bias was Vt = ±3.5 V with
a 0.2 nA tunnelling current. (a) Atomic profile of dimers along the Y Y ′ axis showing the height
difference between two Si atoms belonging to the same dimer.

calculations [39]. Furthermore, all the dimers are seen to be tilted in the same direction, (i.e. not
anticorrelated) unlike the dimers forming a c(4 × 2) reconstruction at low temperature on the
Si(100) and Ge(100) surfaces [22, 23].

3.2.2. The structure of the whole 3 × 2 surface reconstruction determined by synchrotron
radiation-based grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD): an alternately long and short
dimer (ALSD) row model. While atom-resolved STM provided the real space atomic picture
of the topmost atomic layer of 3 × 2 surface reconstruction, this technique is basically unable
to provide deep insights about the subsurface structure, i.e. to give on its own a complete
structural description of the whole reconstruction. It is therefore necessary to turn to structural
techniques. As mentioned above, the first observation of a 3 × 2 surface reconstruction was
reported nearly two decades ago on the basis of LEED measurements [26, 55, 56]. To account
for this periodicity, a model involving two silicon atomic planes, with a 2/3 ML surface plane
on a full silicon atomic plane, was proposed [55]. In this model, the surface dimerization leads
to a ×2 periodicity along the Si–Si dimers, whereas one dimer in three is missing, leading to a
×3 periodicity in the perpendicular direction and to the 2/3 ML coverage. Subsequently, two
dimers are included per unit cell, so that it is called the double dimer row model (DDRM), with
dimer rows parallel to the dimer direction (figure 6). But a few years later, medium-energy ion
scattering (MEIS) experiments derived a 1/3 ML coverage for the last atomic plane (instead
of 2/3) [53, 54]. On this basis, a single dimer row model (SDRM) was proposed with only one
Si–Si dimer per unit cell (figure 6). One should notice that the surface dimers are parallel to the
×2 direction in both DDRM and SDRM (figure 6). When the last atomic plane is removed, the
underlying Si atomic plane can therefore form dimers, leading to a 2 × 1 or c(4 × 2) structure,
in agreement with the experimental LEED observations.

Other non-structural experiments such as valence band and core-level photoemission
experiments or early STM measurements have been interpreted in the framework of the
DDRM [58–60]. However, the recent real-space atom-resolved STM measurements by
tunnelling for the first time into the unoccupied electronic states (presented above) question
both DDRM and SDRM [27]. Indeed, each spot observed in the occupied states splits in
the unoccupied states into two spots of unequal intensities that can be assigned to individual
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Figure 6. Schematic top views of the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction proposed models:
(a) DDRM [26, 55, 56, 58–60], (b) SDRM [53, 54], (c) ADRM 2×3 [39, 61], (d) ADRM 3×2 [27]
and TAADM [62, 63]. The corresponding primitive 3 × 2/2 × 3 surface unit cells are indicated by
a dashed line.

atoms. Therefore, the Si atoms forming the dimers are resolved in the unoccupied states,
and unambiguously indicate that the dimers are perpendicular to the dimer rows along the
×2 direction. On the grounds of this STM observation, a sketch is proposed for the last
surface plane, with asymmetric dimers perpendicular to the dimer rows and a total 1/3 ML
coverage (figure 6) [50]. However, the STM technique is sensitive to the topmost atomic layer
only, and cannot explain how these dimers, oriented along the ×3 direction, can be connected
to the underlying Si atomic plane in order to agree with the experimental observation of a
2 × 1/c(4 × 2) (and not a 1 × 2/c(2 × 4)) reconstruction for the Si-terminated surface.

At this point, we mention that some models are also derived from ab initio theoretical
calculations. First, an asymmetric dimer row model (ADRM) has been proposed involving two
silicon atomic planes, with a 1/3 ML coverage for the last plane [39, 61]. In this model, the last
atomic plane structure agrees with the sketch derived from the previous STM observations [27].
But this structure exhibits a 2 × 3 periodicity in strong contradiction with other experimental
evidence (figure 6). Recently, another model was proposed, the two adlayer asymmetric dimer
row model (TAADM) involving three Si atomic planes instead of two [62, 63]. This TAADM
model is the combination of the ADRM 3 × 2 [27] on top of the DDRM [55–57], where the
first adlayer is identical to the ADRM 3 × 2 top 1/3 ML atomic plane and lies on a second
adlayer similar to the DDRM top 2/3 ML atomic plane, instead of being directly connected to
an Si-terminated surface.
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The orientation of the topmost dimers has been studied through a 3 × 2 to a 3 × 1 phase
transition that seems to take place upon room temperature atomic hydrogen exposure, as
reported using LEED experiments [64]. Actually this transition has been assigned to Si–Si
dimers breaking, which would imply that the dimers are parallel to the ×2 periodicity [64].
However, real-space STM measurements in the unoccupied states before and after atomic
hydrogen exposure with the surface kept at T = 300 ◦C show some reactive sites (see below)
made of bright double spots of equal intensity, which correspond to reactive top-most dimers
becoming symmetric [65]. According to this STM observation, the reactive top-most dimers
are not broken. Furthermore, the general 3×2 surface ordering remains unchanged even if the
surface is reactive [65]. Therefore, the reported 3 × 1 LEED structure [64] is not conclusive.
One can rather interpret this observation by a defect-induced loss of ×2 long-range periodicity.
Actually, on clean surfaces, we have shown above that one observes the so-called ‘dimer-pair
defect’ and the correlated one-half unit cell parameter shift along the dimer row [27]. This kind
of defect leads to long anti-phase boundaries and is responsible for the long-range periodicity
weakening along the ×2 direction. Such an effect existing on the clean surface may indeed
be enhanced by atomic hydrogen interaction. Notice also that such a 3 × 1 LEED pattern has
been observed to result from oxygen contamination of the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface [56].

In order to discriminate between these various models, some of the valence-band
spectroscopy photoemission experiments [58–60] have been revisited in order to compare
the experimental data to recent theoretical calculations [62]. The available data can find some
agreement only with the surface bands calculated for the TAADM, whereas both DDRM
and SDRM are ruled out. However, such a comparison cannot be conclusive since there are
very few available experimental data, and especially no data along the dispersing J–M and
M–J ′ directions. Also some reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy measurements have been
performed [66] and experimental data compared to reflectance theoretical calculations [67],
but in that case, it is really difficult to discriminate between TAADM and DDRM which both
exhibit two similar broad spectral features [67].

A structural tool is therefore required to discriminate between these different models. For
this purpose, we turn to grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) [50], which has been
especially successful in solving accurately complex surface structures [68–70]. The GIXRD
experiments using synchrotron radiation were performed on the CRG-IF (BM32) beam line
(ESRF-Grenoble) at a 3 × 10−11 Torr pressure, keeping a very high surface quality during
all the measurements. Because of the lack of high-quality cubic SiC single crystals, such an
experiment was done on a single crystal thin film (1 µm). This latter was grown by CVD
on a carbonized Si(100) wafer with a buffer layer at the SiC/Si interface having rather large
stacking fault defect densities, making surface measurements especially challenging. In order
to eliminate the contribution coming from the stacking faults, we used a low photon energy
at 12 keV and an incidence angle below the critical angle value. As compared to a standard
semiconductor study, the reciprocal space area probed was therefore reduced. In addition, a
specific sample mounting was needed for homogeneous high-temperature annealings through
direct current heating, further reducing the probed area. High-quality β-SiC(001) 3 × 2 single
domain surfaces were checked by RHEED and GIXRD. The basis vectors (aS, bS, cS) of the
surface reconstruction unit cell are related to the bulk ones by aS = [11̄0]bulk, bS = [110]bulk,
cS = [001]bulk, with aS = bS = 3.088 Å and cS = 4.367 Å. The reciprocal space is described
by its reduced coordinates (h, k, l), l being perpendicular to the surface. Two complete sets
of data (measured from two distinct 3 × 2 surfaces) are in excellent agreement. For each set,
we measured 78 inequivalent in-plane and 276 out-of plane reflections, along 8 inequivalent
rods, and 168 reflections along 5 inequivalent crystal truncation rods (CTR) [68–70]. For the
analysis, the diffracted intensities along the ×2 direction, which are too weak, likely resulting
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Figure 7. Experimental and calculated Patterson function maps for the different existing models
of the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction. The experimental Patterson function is derived
from the in-plane diffracted intensity of the β-SiC(001) 3 × 2 surface measured at l = 0.05. The
calculated Patterson functions are derived from the fit of the first adlayer atomic positions assuming
a p2mm symmetry. The corresponding χ2 agreement factors are also displayed for each model.

from Si dimer pair formation (defect B) as identified by atom-resolved STM, were not taken
into account [27].

From the in-plane diffracted intensities, measured at l = 0.05, the experimental Patterson
function was derived (see figure 7),and therefore the in-plane interatomic vectors in the unit cell
could be determined [68–70]. The experimental Patterson function exhibits a p2mm symmetry
that is consistent with either a p2mm (two perpendicular mirrors), p1m (one mirror), or pm1
symmetry of the unit cell. First, the experimental diffracted intensities were compared with
the calculated ones for each model, in the framework of a p2mm symmetry. Therefore, a fit
of the atomic positions of the first adlayer could be achieved for each model. The different
models can be evaluated through the least-square residual agreement factor χ2 that takes into
account a 10% experimental error bar. As displayed in figure 6, all models yield χ2 values
much larger than the satisfactory value of 1 with 13.4 for the ADRM, 8.6 for the DDRM, 6.9
for the SDRM, the TAADM being the closest at χ2 = 3.3. For comparison, the corresponding
calculated Patterson functions are shown in figure 7.

Therefore, the TAADM was chosen as a starting point, and the in-plane diffracted
intensities were fitted by also relaxing the in-plane atomic positions of the underlying atomic
planes. However, within the p2mm symmetry, one could not achieve a χ2 better than 2.5.
Therefore, we reduced the symmetry conditions and performed the fit on the basis of a p1m
symmetry. The top dimer was therefore allowed to be asymmetric while the underlying
dimers may have different lengths. Using this fitting procedure, the least mean square residual
minimization led to a χ2 = 1.4 value for the reconstruction in-plane intensities. Thus, one
could conclude that the p1m symmetry is correct, and apply the fitting procedure to the whole
data set, including both in-plane and out-of-plane reconstruction rods intensities, leading to
a very satisfactory χ2 = 1.2 factor. This fitting agreement is illustrated in figure 8 by the
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Figure 8. Experimental (right) and calculated (left) half Patterson contour plots for the ALSD
model of the β-SiC(001) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction, represented over the whole 3 × 2 unit cell
with a vertical plane in the centre of the unit cell. 50 contour levels are used between the 0.14 and
1 minimal and maximal values. The fitting procedure was performed for the in- and out-of-plane
reconstruction rods data in the framework of a p1m symmetry.

comparison between the experimental and the calculated Patterson functions. The diffracted
intensities along the surface rods give some insights about the out-of-plane atomic positions.
Four different representative profiles are shown in figure 8, along the (52̄l), (50l), (10l) and
(80l) surface reconstruction rods. The fitting curve average modulation period is found between
2.5 and 2.8 in the reciprocal lattice coordinates, which corresponds to a 2.3 Å direct space
thickness, indicating that the reconstruction involves more than two silicon atomic layers.

The fitting procedure allows us to determine the in-plane and out-of-plane coordinates
of the 12 atoms involved per reconstruction unit cell. First, we notice that the silicon atomic
planes are distant by a0/3, a0 being the unit lattice parameter, instead of a0/4, the bulk interlayer
distance, evidencing the open character of the surface. The dimers of the first adlayer are found
to be asymmetric, in agreement with the STM measurements [27], but the results indicate a
0.1 Å height difference, much less than the calculated height at 0.5 Å in the TAADM [62]. The
most striking feature is that the underlying dimers of the second adlayer have different lengths,
namely a long one at 2.41 Å and a short one at 2.26 Å, in contrast with the TAADM where
both dimers were calculated to have the same length at 2.37 Å, somewhat closer to the long
dimer. The alternating long (DL) and short (DS) dimers are bonded on both sides respectively
to the up (AU) and down (AD) atoms of the top asymmetric dimers.

The CTR could be fitted with a χ2 = 2.5 indicating a rather flat surface with a negligible
roughness (β = 0.08). Two representative profiles are shown in figure 9 for the (60l) and
the (30l) CTR. From the (300) anti-Bragg reflection, one can deduce a 300 Å average terrace
length, in agreement with STM measurements [27]. According to the CTR fit, the surface
reconstruction is registered to the bulk with slight deviations (�x = 0.03 Å, �z = 0.03 Å) of
the deeper third silicon atomic plane atoms from bulk positions.

The alternative long and short dimers (ALSD) model derived from the grazing incidence
x-ray diffraction data analysis is shown in figure 10. The structure is in agreement with
the theoretical TAADM for the surface morphology, involving three Si atomic planes with
respectively 1/3 ML and 2/3 ML for the first and second adlayers that are lying on a
third full atomic silicon plane. However, the second silicon adlayer presents a long-range
organization with alternating long and short dimers (ALSD) that was not predicted in the ab
initio calculations [62]. Surface stress minimization is already known to be responsible for the
Si-terminated alternatively up and down dimers (AUDD) surface structure [28]. In the 3 × 2
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Figure 9. (52̄l), (10l), (50l) and (80l) surface reconstruction rods and (60l) and (30l) crystal
truncation rod (CTR) profiles with the error bars and corresponding fits. The logarithm of the
absolute value of the structure factor is represented as a function of the out-of-plane reciprocal
lattice coordinate l.

structure, this silicon atomic plane becomes the third deeper one, and in this configuration
lies very close to the bulk atomic positions. One can therefore imagine that the stress has
been ‘transferred’ to the next silicon plane. In this view, the second adlayer is expected to
minimize the surface stress and to encounter a kind of AUDD reconstruction. Actually, the
stress minimization occurs in a slightly different way, probably because a 1/3 ML Si plane
lies above, leading an ALSD structure to develop instead of an AUDD one. Furthermore,
this long-range organization of the second adlayer can explain why all the dimers of the first
adlayer are tilted in the same direction.

Another very interesting aspect of the above ALSD model is that it shows a very open
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction having a large distance between the first and second
and between the second and third Si atomic planes at 1.56 Å, significantly larger than the
interatomic layer spacing in bulk SiC and bulk Si with values at 1.09 and 1.35 Å respectively.
Furthermore, a 3.43 Å distance between non-dimerized Si atoms within the same third plane
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Figure 10. (a) Top and (b) side views of the β-SiC(001) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction showing the
three Si atomic planes with the top AU–AD asymmetric dimers (first plane) and the ALSD dimers
having alternating long DL and short DS lengths in the second plane.

is also significantly larger than the bulk value of 3.08 Å. One can correlate this finding to the
rather high reactivity of the Si-rich β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface with simple adsorbates such as
hydrogen or oxygen when compared to silicon, with H(O) atom insertion into the subsurface
region already taking place at very low exposures [65, 71, 72]. This indicates that this very
open surface facilitates hydrogen or oxygen atom insertion into the β-SiC(001) lattice, which
is of both strong fundamental interest and technological importance.

3.3. The Si-terminated β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction

3.3.1. The atomic structure of the c(4 × 2) reconstruction determined by atom-resolved STM
and STM image simulations. Due to the expected analogy with the structure of corresponding
Si(100) and Ge(100) surfaces [22, 23], the β-SiC(100) 2 × 1 and β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2)

surface reconstructions are of special interest. In fact, it was initially believed that the
β-SiC(100) 2 × 1 surface reconstruction was the ground state since a 2 × 1 LEED pattern
was observed for the stoichiometric Si-terminated surface [26]. The c(4 × 2) LEED
patterns were also observed for Si-terminated surfaces showing the existence of such a
reconstruction [26, 73, 74] and suggesting a surface structure similar to that of Si(100) c(4×2)

and Ge(100) c(4×2) with anticorrelated asymmetric Si–Si (Ge–Ge) dimers [22, 23]. However,
in contrast to these elemental covalent semiconductors which exhibit such a reconstruction
at low temperatures only, the c(4 × 2) array takes place at room temperature for the
β-SiC(100) surface as for the 2 × 1 surface reconstruction for the Si and Ge [74]. In fact, it
was shown that the Si(100) c(4 × 2) exhibits 2 × 1 LEED patterns and STM topographs when
slightly contaminated or in the presence of high defect densities [75]. Also, one has to keep
in mind that the stoichiometric β-SiC(100) surface is a stressed surface when compared to
other semiconductors. In fact, due to the large difference between the lattice parameters, the
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Figure 11. Aβ-SiC(100) c(4×2) surface: 400 Å×400 Å
STM topograph (filled electronic states). The sample bias
was Vs = −3 V with a 0.2 nA tunnelling current.

Figure 12. (a) A β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface
200 Å × 200 Å STM topograph (filled electronic states).
Examples of an area having lower corrugations in a 2 ×1
array are labelled A. The sample bias was Vs = −3 V with
a 0.2 nA tunnelling current. (b) Details of an area showing
the pseudo-hexagonal dimer array and the c(4 × 2) unit
cell.

Si atoms on an Si-terminated β-SiC(100) surface are ‘compressed’ by ≈20% when compared
to the situation of Si(100) 2 × 1. This key factor is likely to have major consequences and to
result in a very specific surface structure. Also, contrary to the 3 × 2 surface reconstruction
which is a very open surface with a 1/3 + 2/3 + 1 Si ML coverage [50], the c(4 × 2) surface
is completed at a full 1 ML Si coverage [8, 26, 53].

In order to clarify these points, atom-resolved scanning tunnelling microscopy experiments
were performed [28]. Figure 11 shows a representative 400 Å × 400 Å STM topograph (filled
electronic states). The pattern exhibits a characteristic pseudo-hexagonal array in which each
spot represents an Si–Si dimer as confirmed by STM image calculations using the STM elastic-
scattering quantum chemistry (STM-ESQC) method, with the bulk substrate and the tip body
both modelled by a four-layer semi-infinite repetition of an SiC(100) unit cell [28]. While this
surface seems to present a somewhat higher defect density, it shows only very few antiphase
boundaries (three of them can be seen for example in figure 10) having a length limited to
�50 Å which significantly differs from the behaviour of the 3 × 2 surface—see above [27].
Figure 12 provides a closer look at this surface: in some areas having higher defect densities,
one can see that the corrugation deteriorates with an ordering corresponding to a 2 ×1 domain
in areas marked A [28], in agreement with previous LEED reports [31]. When making dimer
height plots along the X X ′ (perpendicular to dimer rows) and Y Y ′ (along the dimer rows)
axes, one can clearly see the existence of additional density of states between two dimers
belonging to the same row (figure 13). The experimental plots are found to be in excellent
agreement with STM-ESQC calculations performed with constant current height profiles along
the X X ′ and Y Y ′ axes (figure 13(b)) for various up-dimer down-dimer height differences at
� = 1 ML (also at � = 1/2 ML for missing down-dimers). Comparison with experimental
scans shows that the best agreement for both the X X ′ axis and the Y Y ′ axis is reached for a
height difference of ∂z = 0.1 Å (figures 13(a) and (b)). This interesting feature suggests the
existence of an additional Si–Si dimer which would be located below the surface between two
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Θ = 0.5 ML
Θ = 1 ML,δ z = 0.1 Å
Θ = 1 ML,δ z = 0.05 Å
Θ = 1 ML,δ z = 0.02 Å
Θ = 1 ML,δ z = 0.0 Å

Figure 13. A β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface: (a) STM experimental height profiles along the X X ′
axis (top) showing two components corresponding to up- and down-dimers, and the Y Y ′ axis
(bottom) showing the component corresponding to up-dimers. (b) Theoretical height profiles for
various up-/down-dimer height differences along the X X ′ (top) and Y Y ′ (bottom) axes calculated
in a constant current mode (I = 0.2 nA) at the top of the β-SiC(100) valence band.

dimers ‘visible’ to the STM tip [28]. Such a picture of dimer rows having up- and down-dimers
(AUDD) within a row is therefore strongly supported by the theoretical ESQC-STM height
plot. These calculations also indicate that, when the height difference ∂z between the up- and
the down-dimer is above 0.1 Å, the down-dimer would remain hidden to the STM tip [28].

These STM results indicate that this array of dimer rows having up- and down-dimers
(AUDD) within a row leads to an arrangement reducing the very large surface stress occurring
on the c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction. A model of this reconstruction is provided in
figure 14, which also displays the corresponding experimental STM topographs and calculated
images [28]. Incidentally, one should notice the excellent agreement between the STM
topograph and the calculated image [28]. Such an AUDD surface structural model has
never been observed for any other surface reconstructions. Furthermore, the structure of
the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) reconstruction (AUDD) is very different from that of corresponding
elemental semiconductors such as Si(100) c(4 × 2) and Ge(100) c(4 × 2) [45, 46]. In fact,
contrary to the case of covalent semiconductor surfaces in which dangling bond reduction is at
the origin of surface reconstructions, surface stress reduction seems to be the leading driving
force in this AUDD surface arrangement, resulting in a c(4 × 2) array [28]. This also explains
why 2×1 surface domains are found in an area having higher defect densities [28]. In this case,
defects and/or vacancies would locally release the surface stress, allowing the up- and down-
dimers to have the same height [28]. This explains why the 2 × 1 surface was initially found
in pioneering works to be the ground state of the stoichiometric Si-terminated β-SiC(100)
surface reconstruction [28]. Actually, the 2 × 1 surface observed at room temperature results
from a failed c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction.
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Figure 14. A β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction. (a) Calculated STM image (the same
conditions as in figure 3(b)) for a coverage � = 1 ML and up- and down-dimers separated by 0.1 Å.
The corrugation is 0.27 Å from black to white. (b) Schematic diagram of the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2)

surface showing the alternating up- and down-dimers (AUDD). The non-reconstructed surface
primitive lattice parameter is a = a0/

√
2, where a0 = 4.36 Å is the β-SiC lattice constant.

(c) An experimental STM topograph. For the sake of comparison with the calculated STM image
(figure 14(a)), the contrast has been enhanced and the picture rotated by 42◦ .

So far, only the up-dimer of the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction has been
identified by STM probing only the filled electronic states [28]. We now probe the same
surface using a dual scan mode, allowing us to probe both filled and empty electronic state
topographs of the same area of the surface. Figures 15(a) and (b) respectively display the STM
topographs of filled and empty states of the c(4 ×2) surface reconstruction [76]. Interestingly,
both of them exhibit a similar pseudo-hexagonal pattern of spots representing Si–Si dimers,
with each spot of the filled state image representing the up-dimer while the empty states
topograph shows down-dimers [76]. In figure 15(b), one can see that the up-dimers (marked
by circles) come between the down-dimers, as indeed expected for the AUDD model [28].
Most interestingly, the STM results also show that both dimers have very different electronic
status, with the down-dimer partially filled and partially empty while the up-dimer is almost
totally filled [76]. So, these STM measurements tunnelling into the empty electronic states
further support the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction results from Si–Si dimer rows
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Figure 15. A β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction. Top: a 48 Å × 33 Å STM topograph
of (a) filled and (b) empty electronic states of using a dual scan mode. The tip bias was Vt = +3
and −3 V at 0.2 nA tunnelling currents. As a guide for the eyes, the circles indicate maxima of
filled states and dark points show maxima of empty states. Up- and down-dimers are schematically
represented in (a). Bottom: calculated STM images for the MRAD model after [62].

having alternating up- and down-dimers (AUDD model) within the row [28, 76]. Notice that
the c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction is highly sensitive to background contamination with a
short surface lifetime becoming 2 × 1 in poor vacuum conditions, most likely resulting from
the high surface sensitivity to molecular hydrogen [77]. Finally, one should remark that this
very particular AUDD surface ordering has not been observed before for any other surface,
and results from a large surface stress as already indicated above [28].

3.3.2. Ab initio total energy calculation studies of the c(4 × 2) reconstruction. The AUDD
model is further supported by ab initio total energy calculations [43, 44]. Ab initio total energy
DMolTM cluster calculations were performed using density functional theory (DFT) with local
density approximation (LDA) to study this reconstruction. This rather simple calculation,
performed on a cluster having 137 atoms, exhibits spontaneous AUDD formation [44]. In
addition, it indicates that the Si–Si dimers also have alternating lengths with the up-dimer
being longer (2.50 Å) than the down-dimer (2.27 Å) with a 0.23 Å height difference between
them [44]. Figure 16 provides the model cluster used for this calculation, and shows an AUDD
dimer row better. State-of-the-art molecular dynamics total energy calculations using DFT-
LDA with a slab model also find AUDD ordering of the c(4 × 2) surface when a stress is
indeed applied to the slab, indicating further its possible role in the surface organization [43].
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Figure 16. The 3D Cluster of 137 atoms used in the
DMol calculations of the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface
reconstruction showing at the topmost surface the Si–
Si dimers having alternating heights (up and down) and
lengths (long and short).

Another calculation recently proposed an alternative model for the β-SiC(100) c(4×2) surface
reconstruction, the so-called missing asymmetric dimer row (MRAD) model [45, 63]. The
latter, which is primarily based on the calculation of the Si formation energy versus the Si
chemical potential, has a very different morphology and structure,with a surface reconstruction
including two Si atomic layers having coverages of 0.5 + 1 ML on top of the first C atomic
plane [45, 63]. However, one should mention that the MRAD model has so far received
no support from any experimental investigation. The 0.5 Si ML coverage description of
the topmost atomic surface layer of the c(4 × 2) reconstruction [45] is inconsistent with the
various experimental evidence of a surface terminated by a 1 Si ML atomic layer [35, 53].
We will see below that the MRAD model cannot satisfactory explain the temperature-induced
c(4 × 2) − 2 × 1 metallic phase transition [35, 75]. In addition, one should also notice
in figure 14 that the experimental topographs for the empty electronic states (figures 15(a)
and (b) respectively) are inconsistent with the STM image simulations (filled and empty states
in figures 15(c) and (d) respectively) calculated for the MRAD model [45], stressing again that
the MRAD model is not suitable for describing the c(4×2) surface reconstruction [76]. Overall,
this indicates that silicon carbide seems to remain a challenge for LDF approaches [35] despite
the fact that these ab initio calculations have been especially useful for the understanding of
the structure and properties of surfaces, including those of semiconductors.

3.3.3. Synchrotron radiation-based core level photoemission at the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2)

surface In order to obtain deeper insights about the c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction, high-
resolution core level photoemission spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation at the Si 2p
core level were performed at various photon energies using the energy tunability of the
synchrotron light source. In this way, it was possible to probe fine structural details of both
surface and subsurface regions and to get insights about the stress influence below the surface.
Figure 17 displays a representative set of Si 2p core level spectra at various photon energies
from bulk to surface sensitive ones [49]. The Si 2p core level decomposition was performed
in the entire photon energy range (115–130 eV) using a 85 meV Lorentzian width, a 602 meV
spin–orbit splitting and a 600 meV Gaussian width, the latter being three times larger than for
bulk Si 2p for silicon [49].

Using the photoelectron mean free path versus photon energy and peak decomposition
(figure 17) the Si 2p is shown to have several components including: (i) two Si 2p surface shifted
components S1 and S2, (ii) two subsurface shifted components SB1 and SB2, and (iii) one
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Figure 17. A β-SiC(100) c(4×2) surface reconstruction. Representative decompositions of three
of the Si 2p photoelectron spectra for photon energy ranging from 117.5 eV (bulk sensitive mode)
to 130 eV (surface sensitive mode). Parameters used for the decompositions: spin–orbit splitting
of doublets −0.602 eV; branching ratios −0.5 eV; Lorentzian −0.085 eV; Gaussian −0.6 eV (bulk
component) and 0.55 eV (all other components). The results and residues of fits presented by solid
curves overlapped with experimental points and at the bottom of each spectrum correspondingly.
The Si 2p3/2 energy positions of the four shifted components relative to B are +0.3 (SB1), −0.5
(SB2), −0.9 (S2), and −1.4 eV (S1) as a average from the fitting of the 10 different spectra.
Integrating the background was used in the fitting procedure of all spectra except for the spectrum
recorded at a photon energy of 115 eV, where an exponential one was used.

bulk component B (figure 17). The S1 and S2 surface core level shifted components are
respectively related to the up- and down-dimers [49]. Interestingly, S1 (up-dimer) has a much
lower binding energy (−0.8 eV) than S2 (down-dimer), indicating a very significant difference
in their electronic status, the down-dimer being much emptier than the up-dimer [49]. This
behaviour is actually in excellent agreement with the filled and empty electronic states STM
topographs that are described above. Notice that the intensity of the Si 2p surface core level
shift (responsible for SS1) decreases as soon as the c(4 × 2) surface become defective and/or
contaminated, stressing that this spectral feature does not result from defects as previously
believed. The sharpness and high intensity of the spectral feature (located at −1.4 eV, figure 17)
responsible for SS1 is a clear indication of a high-quality β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface.

Significant insights about the subsurface region could be found by looking at the behaviour
of SB1 and SB2 components. Of principal interest is the intensity dependence versus photon
energy of SB1 and SB2, which significantly differ from each other, as can be seen from
figure 18: SB1 and the bulk component exhibit a very similar behaviour at bulk-sensitive
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Figure 18. (a) The fraction of total intensity for the Si 2p decomposed components obtained from
fits of c(4 × 2) spectra with different photon energies. (b) The same as in (a) but normalized to the
top surface layer, presented by S1 + S2 intensities. The lines are drawn as a guide for the eyes.

photon energies (115–125 eV) indicating a more dominant bulk contribution for SB1 [49].
Instead, SB2 is more ‘surface sensitive-like’, showing that SB2 is related to subsurface atoms
located in the layers below the surface [37]. The behaviour of SB1 indicates that, well below
the surface, Si atoms are still away from their ‘bulk’ position, suggesting that the subsurface (as
the top surface layer) region is also significantly affected by stress deep into the bulk [49]. This
finding is especially relevant for theoretical investigations in which the surface is represented
by slabs with the bulk atom located at only a few atomic layers below the surface [49]. This
might explain the origin of some of the discrepancies between theory and experiments. With
the identification of the surface core level shifted components that are correlated to the up- and
down-dimers, the present Si 2p core level photoemission spectroscopy results also favour the
AUDD model [28, 43, 44, 74] of the Si-terminated β-SiC(100) c(4×2) surface reconstruction.
However, these data are not consistent with the MRAD model [45].

3.4. The C-terminated β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface reconstruction investigated by
atom-resolved STM

As mentioned above in the introduction, the C plane of β-SiC(100) is ‘stretched’ by 22% when
compared to C(100). So the C-terminated surface of β-SiC(100) is of special interest. The
β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface structure has been known for nearly a decade from low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) [30] and near edge absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) [31],
and very recently has been revisited by photoelectron spectroscopy and diffraction techniques
using synchrotron radiation [37]. The β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface includes ‘acetylene-like’
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Figure 19. A C-terminated β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface
reconstruction. 150 Å × 150 Å STM topograph (filled
electronic states). The tip bias was Vt = +3 V at a
0.2 nA tunnelling current. The two different types of
defect mentioned in the text are marked MD and AB.

C≡C triple bond dimer (carbyne) rows in an sp configuration [30, 31, 37]. In addition,
the C-terminated β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) has been shown to behave very differently from Si-
terminated surfaces upon adsorbate deposition: (i) upon donor adsorbate deposition such as
alkali metals, the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface become metallic while Si-terminated surfaces
remain semiconducting [78, 79]; (ii) the Si-rich and Si-terminated β-SiC(100) surfaces are
very reactive to acceptor adsorbates such as oxygen, in contrast to the C-terminated surfaces
which remain rather inert [80–82]. The C-terminated β-SiC(100) surfaces have also been
investigated in detail by ab initio total energy calculations [39–42]. Very recently, the atomic
scale fine details of the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface have been investigated using a real space
probe such as scanning tunnelling microscopy, with a special emphasis on dimer tilt angle,
defects and antiphase boundaries [34].

Figure 19 displays a representative 150 Å×150 Å STM topograph (filled electronic states)
of the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface reconstruction. It includes spots resulting from C dimers
forming a c(2 × 2) surface arrangement in agreement with LEED photographs [30]. Also,
two types of defects can be seen, including missing spots indicating a missing dimer (labelled
MD) and double spot lines resulting from an antiphase boundary (labelled AB).

Figures 20(a) and (b) show 40 Å × 40 Å STM topographs (filled and empty electronic
states respectively) of the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface with the corresponding plots along the
C≡C triple bond dimer rows also represented [34]. Figure 20(a) shows the C≡C triple bond
dimers forming the expected c(2 × 2) surface array. Looking at the empty electronic state
topograph in figure 20(b), one can see that the spot observed in figure 20(a) splits into two
different spots having different intensities. This behaviour is further evidenced when looking
at the intensity plots along X X ′, showing one feature in figure 20(a) while two features (a), (b)
can be seen in figure 20(b). This indicates that the C≡C triple bond dimers are asymmetric. The
asymmetric nature of the C≡C triple bond dimers suggests that the surface stress is anisotropic,
and probably extensive perpendicular to X X ′, i.e. to the dimer rows, and compressive along
the dimer rows [34].

In addition to antiphase boundaries, the STM experiments show the interesting behaviour
of the other type of defect for the c(2 ×2) surface, a missing dimer [34]. Figures 21(a) and (b)
show such a defect as seen in STM topographs when tunnelling into the filled and empty states
respectively. Of principal interest are the two bright spots observed near the missing dimer
along X X ′ (i.e. along the C≡C triple bond dimer rows) in figure 21(b) (empty electronic states)
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Figure 20. 40 Å × 40 Å STM topographs of the
β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface obtained by tunnelling into
the filled electronic (a) and empty electronic states (b).
Two height profiles along X X ′ are also displayed. The
tip bias was Vt = 3 V (a) and −3 V (b) at a 0.2 nA
tunnelling current.

Figure 21. 40 Å × 30 Å STM topographs of a
defect resulting from a missing dimer (MD) obtained by
tunnelling into the filled electronic states (a) and empty
electronic states (b). Two height profiles along X X ′ are
also displayed. The tip bias was Vt = +3 V (a) and −3 V
(b) at a 0.2 nA tunnelling current.

and not in figure 21(a) (filled electronic states) [34]. A better view of this situation can be
seen in the corresponding intensity plots along X X ′ that are displayed in figures 21(a) and (b),
M and M ′ corresponding to the dimer neighbours of the missing dimer, and N and N ′ their
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Figure 22. A schematic diagram of the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface structure. (a) Top view
showing the unit cell of the c(2 × 2) reconstruction, a missing dimer and an antiphase boundary.
Some of the dangling bonds have been represented around the two representative defects. (b) Side
view along a dimer row and (c) side view along a dimer row including a missing dimer. N and N ′
indicate an excess of empty density of states of dangling bonds located near a missing dimer defect.

corresponding empty orbitals. This indicates an excess of empty density of states on the side
of the missing dimer resulting from a charge transfer redistribution, which in turn tilts in the
opposite direction the dimer located on the right of the missing dimer.

A model of the c(2×2) surface reconstruction is provided in figure 22(a), which displays a
schematic top view of the surface general arrangement with tilted C≡C triple bond dimer rows,
an antiphase boundary (AB) and a missing dimer (MD). Figures 21(b) and (c) respectively
exhibit a side schematic view of a titled C≡C triple bond dimer row and the same with
an MD defect showing the nearby dimers having opposite tilt angles and corresponding
N and N ′ orbitals having an excess of empty electronic states [34]. This investigation
shows very interesting and novel features and fine details about this particular C-terminated
β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface reconstruction [34].

4. The temperature-induced semiconducting c(4 × 2) ⇔ metallic 2 × 1 reversible phase
transition

We now look at the effect of temperature on the c(4×2) reconstruction and on the resulting phase
transition using high-temperature scanning tunnelling microscopy (HT-STM). Figure 23(a)
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Figure 23. 100 Å × 100 Å STM topographs (filled electronic states). (a) β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) at
25 ◦C; (b) β-SiC(100) 2 × 1 at 400 ◦C. The tip bias was +3.2 eV at a 0.12 nA tunnelling current.

displays a representative room temperature (RT) 100 Å × 100 Å STM topograph (filled
electronic states) of a c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction having the characteristic pseudo-
hexagonal pattern with each spot belonging to an Si–Si dimer [38]. As mentioned above,
this structure results from dimer rows having alternately up- and down-dimers (AUDD) within
the row, which reduces the large surface stress [28, 43, 44]. One can anticipate that the
c(4 × 2) atomic arrangement would be significantly affected when the surface temperature is
increased. We therefore performed high-temperatures STM imaging of the surface structure
by maintaining the sample at 400 ◦C. Figure 23(b) shows a 100 Å × 100 Å STM topograph
corresponding to this surface. The latter exhibits dimer rows that are characteristic of a 2 × 1
arrangement, which is further confirmed by the LEED photograph indicating a 2 × 1 surface
array with a long range order [38]. Interestingly, when the surface is back at RT, both STM
topographs and LEED photographs again exhibit a c(4×2) reconstruction, indicating that this
phase transition is reversible [38].

Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) is a very powerful tool to probe local electronic
surface properties, in order to get additional insights about this interesting c(4 × 2) ⇔ 2 × 1
reversible phase transition. I–V measurements at RT and high temperature were performed
for both c(4 × 2) and 2 × 1 structures and the results are shown in figure 24. Such curves
are an average of 1000 I–V characteristics recorded over the 100 Å × 100 Å surface in
equal steps [38]. The c(4 × 2) I–V curve (a) recorded at RT exhibits a horizontal section,
clearly indicating its semiconducting nature. In contrast, the 2 × 1 I–V curve (b) recorded
at 400 ◦C is almost linear and does not have any measurable gap. This very interesting
behaviour demonstrates that the temperature-induced 2 × 1 surface reconstruction has a
metallic character [38]. This metallization is evidenced by the first high-temperature STS
measurements [38]. This c(4 × 2) ⇔ 2 × 1 reversible phase transition could also be traced by
looking at the electronic properties using valence band photoemission spectroscopy [83]. As
can be seen in figure 25, the surface gap observed in the photoemission experiment closes at
400 ◦C when the surface undergoes a 2 × 1 ordering. At the same temperature, an electronic
surface state characteristic of the c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction is destroyed while a finite
density of states builds up at the Fermi level [83]. However, one notices that the density of states
exhibits a monotonic power-law shape crossing the Fermi level [83], instead of a Fermi step
expected for a normal metal. This change in the electronic density of states may be related
to vibrational effects. Increasing the temperature leads to up- and down-dimers (AUDD)
appearing, on average, at the same height, which gives the 2×1 surface arrangement observed
at 400 ◦C. In this case, the distance between Si dimers belonging to the same row would be
decreased to its minimum value at 3.08 Å which would in turn favour a significant overlap
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Figure 24. Tunnelling current versus voltage STS
(I–V ) for: (a) β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) at 25 ◦C and
(b) β-SiC(100) 2 × 1 at 400 ◦C. Each curve represents
an average of 1000 I–V characteristics recorded on a
grid in equal steps all over the 100 Å × 100 Å surface.
Both curves were recorded using the same tip to sample
distance. The sample was grounded.

Figure 25. Photoemission spectra near the Fermi level of
the Si-terminated β-SiC(100) surface recorded at 25 ◦C
(c(4 × 2)) and 400 ◦C (2 × 1) at the � point. The data
have not been smoothed. The solid line represents the best
fit obtained for the spectrum at 400 ◦C with a power-law
dependence having a 1.9 exponent. The spectral response
of a gold foil is also displayed. The photon energy is
hν = 18.9 eV.

between surface atom electronic orbitals, and favour the metallic character of this surface as
observed both by HT-STS (figure 24) and valence band photoemission [38, 83]. Incidentally,
one should remark that this temperature-induced c(4 × 2) ⇔ 2 × 1 reversible phase transition
cannot be satisfactorily explained by the MRAD model proposed on the basis of total energy
calculations [45]. Indeed, in the latter case, it is necessary to infer an increase in the Si coverage
when the temperature is raised [45]. Independently from the fact that these calculations are
performed at 0 K [45], it is experimentally well known that increasing temperatures result
instead in the decrease of the Si coverage at the surface by desorption [35]. Figure 26 displays
a schematic diagram of this temperature-induced semiconducting c(4 × 2) ⇔ metallic 2 × 1
reversible phase transition [38].

5. Atomic control and self-organized Si and C nanostructures on β-SiC(100)

5.1. Highly stable ‘massively parallel’ Si atomic lines and Si dimer chain vacancies

The actual trend in microelectronics is towards much higher integration densities with a road
map suggesting a doubling every 18 months (Moore law). However, some serious limitations
in this top-down approach are appearing in the near future, raising very fundamental questions.
Another approach, the so-called bottom-up approach,would be to manufacture desired patterns
by assembling atoms one-by-one using, for example, STM manipulations [84–86]. However,
such methods require very long processing times to achieve nanostructures having the desired
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Figure 26. A schematic diagram of the reversible β-SiC(100) surface phase transition from a
semiconducting c(4 × 2) reconstruction having dimer rows of up- and down-dimers (AUDD) to a
2 × 1 metallic one having all dimers at the same height. The corresponding surface unit cells are
also indicated.

properties and, to limit surface diffusion, low temperatures [84, 85]. This means that, as soon
as the surface is warmed up, e.g. to room temperature, atom surface diffusion will destroy the
obtained nanopattern. As has been adequately mentioned in the 1999 White House National
Nanotechnology Initiative [87], there are some important questions, such as:

(i) What new and novel properties will be enabled by nanostructures especially at room
temperature?

(ii) What are the surface reconstructions and atom rearrangements in nanorods and
nanocrystals?

(iii) Can one extensively use self-assembly techniques to control nanoscale component relative
arrangements?

It is interesting to correlate these questions to the recent discovery of Si atomic line
formation at the surface of silicon carbide. These lines are self-organized upon temperature-
induced β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface dismantling, at the phase transition between the Si-rich
3 × 2 and Si-terminated c(4 × 2) reconstructions, and have characteristics that remain
unprecedented [7, 13, 14, 17]. One can see in figure 27 that the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface
(figure 27(a)) has dramatically changed after thermal annealing at 1050 ◦C and now exhibits on
each terrace a network of long dimer row lines that are separated by ≈19 Å (figure 27(b)) [29].
These Si atomic lines are derived from the dimer rows through the dismantling of the 3 × 2
surface by selective Si atom removal. The resulting pattern corresponds to a 7 × 2 surface
reconstruction that could be observed by LEED with a small area having a 5 × 2 array
(figure 27(b)) [29].

When the surface is annealed at a slightly higher temperature of 1100 ◦C, one can see that
the spacing between Si atomic lines increases, which results in the decrease of the line density
(figure 27(c)). With additional annealings at 1150 ◦C, one can achieve a surface having a single
isolated atomic line (figure 27(d)), with a distance of 400 Å between the two main atomic lines
(middle and top right-hand corner of figure 27(d)). The surface between these lines seen
in figures 27(c) and (d) exhibits the characteristic pseudo-hexagonal pattern of the c(4 × 2)

surface reconstruction [28], indicating that these nanostructures are lying on the Si-terminated
surface [29]. One should notice that these lines are very long, with lengths greater than
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Figure 27. 800 Å × 800 Å STM topographs (filled electronic states) of β-SiC(100) surfaces after
annealing. (a) A β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface after annealing at 1000 ◦C. (b) Si atomic lines forming
a superlattice obtained after annealing at ≈1050 ◦C. (c) Si atomic lines obtained after annealing at
≈1100 ◦C. (d) Isolated single Si atomic lines lying on the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface obtained
after annealing at T � 1150 ◦C. The two top atomic lines are separated by 400 Å. The tip bias was
Vt = +3.0 V at a 0.2 nA tunnelling current.

1100 Å (figures 27(c) and (d)) and that their length is limited only by the size of the substrate,
since all these Si atomic lines are stopped only at the step edges [29]. In addition, figures 27(a)–
(d) indicate that these lines are (i) very long with a length limited only by the substrate,
(ii) very stable since high-temperature annealings (>1000 ◦C) are necessary to remove them,
and (iii) the density/spacing of these Si atomic lines could be mediated by a single process,
thermal annealing, resulting in arrangements ranging from a single isolated Si line (figure 27(d))
to a superlattice of ‘massively parallel’ Si atomic chains—see in figure 27(b) [8, 29, 36, 88–90].
At the very beginning of the β-SiC(100) 3 ×2 surface dismantling, one can see in figure 28(a)
that the Si atoms are removed dimer row by dimer row, leaving very long Si dimer vacancy
lines in the middle of a 3 × 2 surface [89].

Using a very rigorous protocol in surface preparation, it is also possible to prepare defect-
free Si dimer lines as shown in a representative STM topograph (figure 25(b)) [89]. In order
to identify the atom position in these lines, it is necessary to image the surface by tunnelling
into the empty electronic states. In order to correlate filled and empty topographs, we also
performed dual scan STM imaging. Figures 29(a) and (b) provide a comparison between
empty and filled electronic state topographs of the same atomic lines [89, 90]. One can clearly
see in the empty electronic state topograph (figure 29(b)) that, by tunnelling into Si dangling
bonds, the lines are made of pairs atoms forming the Si–Si dimers observed in the filled
state topograph [89]. Figure 29(c) displays the height profile along X X ′ corresponding to
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Figure 28. (a) 525 Å × 525 Å STM topographs of a
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 exhibiting dimer row vacancies after
a short annealing at 1050 ◦C. (b) 800 Å × 800 Å STM
topographs of a β-SiC(100) silicon-terminated surface
presenting isolated silicon lines on top of the c(4 × 2)

surface reconstruction. The tip bias was Vt = 3 V (filled
electronic states) with a tunnelling current of 0.2 nA.

Figure 29. (a) Filled electronic states STM topograph
(175 Å × 175 Å) and (b) empty electronic states STM
topograph (125 Å × 125 Å) of Si atomic lines on
the β-SiC(100) surface. An intensity plot from (b)
perpendicular to two atomic lines is also displayed, and
shows the symmetric nature of the Si–Si dimers in an
atomic line, unlike the case of the dimer rows of the 3×2
surface reconstruction.

the empty electronic state STM topograph of Si atomic lines in figure 29(b). One can clearly
see that the Si–Si dimer is symmetric [89], unlike the corresponding behaviour of the 3 × 2
surface reconstruction, where dimers forming rows are asymmetric as shown above [27]. This
indicates that, when the 3 × 2 surface is dismantled by Si atom thermal removal, the spacing
between dimer rows increases, which reduces the lateral interaction.

Another possible interesting ordering configuration is to have these atomic lines self-
assembling by pairs in a very particular 8 × 2 array that are imaged by filled and empty STM
topographs in figures 30(a) and (b) respectively [36]. The corresponding height profiles also
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Figure 30. A 100 Å × 100 Å filled electronic state STM topograph of Si atomic line pairs on
β-SiC(100). The intra-pair distance d1 represents the lateral row-to-row distance within an atomic
lines pair. The inter-pair distance d2 represents the distance between the centres of two neighbouring
atomic line pairs. The tip bias was Vt = +3.55 V at a current It = 0.33 nA. (b) A 100 Å × 100 Å
empty states STM topograph of Si atomic line pairs on β-SiC(100). The tip bias was Vt = −2.75 V
and current It = 0.33 nA. d1 and d2 are same as in (a). (c) Height profiles covering two line pairs
along (a) X X ′ (filled states) and (b) Y Y ′ (empty states).

shown in figure 30 indicate that the dimers are indeed symmetric [36]. This particular 8 × 2
array takes place at the phase transition between the 3 × 2 (Si-rich) and the 5 × 2 (equidistant
Si atomic lines) surface reconstructions.

Since these Si atomic lines have their lengths limited by the width of steps, it is challenging
to explore if one can build extremely long atomic lines on very large terraces. Most
interestingly, figure 31 shows spectacular self-assembled Si atomic lines on such very large
terraces. One can see that they are forming a network of massively parallel lines having a
length reaching the µm scale (with ≈5000 Si atoms perfectly aligned), and probably much
longer [90]. This achievement results in probably what are the longest atomic lines ever built
on a surface [90]. The mechanisms involved in these Si dimer line formation is likely to
include surface stress reduction. Indeed, when the Si-terminated β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface
is covered by an excess of Si atoms, the system tend to have a maximum area of the surface
free of Si atoms in excess of the 1 ML Si coverage, in order to favour the AUDD arrangement
described above. The best way to achieve this goal is probably to have the Si atoms arranging
in dimer lines on top of the c(4 × 2) surface along the Si dimer rows forming the AUDD
arrangement [28, 29]. So surface stress is likely to be an important parameter in the formation
of these self-organized Si atomic lines [29]. Notice that with the exception of one theoretical
calculation for the 5 ×2 Si atomic line array performed in the framework of the MRAD model
only [91], there is so far no experimental structural determination of the bonding configuration
of these Si dimer lines to the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface.

5.2. High-temperature dynamics and dismantling of Si atomic lines

In order to explore the stability of these atomic lines, to study their dynamics and to reach
the threshold of their dismantling, high-temperature STM experiments were performed [88].
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Figure 31. Imaging very long Si atomic lines on a large β-SiC(100) surface: two assembled
2000 Å × 2000 Å filled electronic state STM topographs. The tip bias was Vt = −3.0 V at a
tunnelling current It = 0.3 nA. This gives atomic lines having lengths greater than 0.4 µm and
probably much longer since the data acquisition was limited by the scanning capabilities of the
AFM/STM instrument used here. These atomic lines, which form a network of ‘massively parallel’
chains, are probably the longest ones ever built on a surface.

Figure 32 exhibits a series of atom-resolved STM topographs (filled electronic states) recorded
at surface temperatures ranging from 25 to 925 ◦C [88]. As can be seen from figure 32,
these Si atomic lines are stable at 600 and 700 ◦C with none of them broken at such high
temperatures [88]. At 700 ◦C, they are regularly spaced, while the situation seems to change at
800 ◦C: although almost all dimer lines are still not broken, one can see some gradual changes
with very few vacancy segments and an apparent higher line density at the step edge. The
latter feature indicates that atomic lines move one-by-one perpendicularly to the line direction
and are probably eliminated in a collective mechanism at the step edge. When the temperature
is raised to 850 and 900 ◦C (figure 32), one can observe that the atomic lines are ‘sizzling’,
probably due to the large stress resulting from increasing temperatures, but it is also possible
that such high temperatures might correspond to the STM instrumental limitation at these
very high temperatures. Anyway, one can clearly notice that the atomic Si lines are still not
broken. When the surface temperature is raised by 25 ◦C, to 925 ◦C, one can observe that the
threshold of temperature-induced atomic line dismantling has been reached, with only few
lines remaining and Si island formation taking place [88]. This means that at 925 ◦C, the
Si atom back bonds are broken, leading to Si surface migration with island formation. This
further shows that the bonding of the Si dimers with the silicon carbide substrate is very strong;
together with a strong dimer–dimer interaction along the atomic line, they are at the origin
of their unprecedented stability. Incidentally, these STM experiments represent the highest
temperature atom-resolved imaging. Subsequently, and as far as we know, they also show
what is probably the highest temperature stability ever achieved for nanostructures built on a
surface [88].

Let us now look at the temperature-induced dynamics. Figure 33 displays a series of STM
topographs (filled electronic states) for the same area of Si atomic lines; these were recorded
for 25 min at a 800 ◦C fixed temperature [88]. We follow with time the behaviour of an atomic
segment line (AS) and a vacancy segment (VS) indicated by an arrow in figure 33, which
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Figure 32. 300 Å × 300 Å STM topographs of Si atomic dimer lines on the β-SiC(100) surface,
imaged at temperatures ranging from 25 to 925 ◦C. Note that, due to the thermal drift, these
topographs do not necessarily corresponds to the same area of the surface. At 800 ◦C, one can
already notice the variations in line density, in particular at the step edge.

displays such a sequence. We have eight representative STM topographs (a)–(h) of the same
300 Å × 300 Å area, all recorded at 800 ◦C. As landmarks to follow the evolution of the same
measurement, two defects D1 and D2 are used and keep the same position with the atomic line
density remaining about the same except for one, labelled X X ′ which is of particular interest.
The latter, located between D1 and D2, appears to be discontinued with two atomic segments
labelled AS 1 (9 dimers) and AS 2 (8 dimers) separated by a vacancy segment VS (≈5 missing
dimers) (figure 33(a)), the distance between two dimers along an Si line being 6.16 Å. AS 1,
AS 2 and VS evolution with time is followed at a 800 ◦C constant temperature. In figure 33(b),
one can see that, after 3 min, AS 1 and AS 2 exhibit the loss of one and two dimers respectively,
with VS becoming longer (7 missing dimers), indicating that AS 2 is also moving away from
AS 1, which remains stable. Two minutes later (figure 33(c)), AS 1 shows no change while
AS 2 has lost additional dimers, leading to an increased length for the vacancy segment VS by
one dimer. At 7 min, AS 2 has only one dimer left, with VS reaching a length corresponding
to about 14 missing dimers. This suggests that the remaining AS 2 is still moving away from
AS 1 (figure 33(d)). From 8 to 25 min, the last dimer belonging to AS 2 has disappeared,
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Figure 33. The dynamics of Si dimer lines at fixed 800 ◦C temperature shown on a series of
300 Å × 300 Å STM topographs. We follow the dismantling with time (from 0 to 25 min) of
the Si atomic line marked by arrows into atomic segments (AS) and vacancy segments (VS) ((a)–
(h)). Two defects labelled D1 and D2 are used as landmarks to follow the evolution of the same
measurement area.

leading to the opening of a much longer vacancy segment VS (>25 missing dimers). This
sequence shows that the Si atomic line dismantling also results from an individual mechanism
with one-by-one dimer removal [88].

Also, we found that at temperatures above 800 ◦C, the Si atomic lines move laterally with
a higher line density at the step edges. This suggests that the lines are removed one-by-one
at the step edges. So the Si thermal elimination on the β-SiC(100) surface results from both
individual (one-by-one dimer removal) and collective (line-by-line removal at the step edges)
mechanisms [88]. These interesting features are also experimentally advantageous since they
probably limit the Si evaporation to the STM tip, therefore making atomic scale STM imaging
at such extreme temperatures somewhat easier. Overall, these experiments stress once again
the strong interaction between Si dimers belonging to the same line, with this interaction
possibly taking place through the SiC surface.
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Figure 34. A β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface 600 Å × 600 Å STM
topograph (empty electronic states) having C atomic lines. The
tip bias was Vt = −3 V with a 0.3 nA tunnelling current.

5.3. Carbon atomic chain formation and the sp → sp3 diamond type transformation of the
β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface

As described above, the C atomic plane on the C-terminated β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface
reconstruction is driven by surface stress [34, 46]. Since stress has been shown to be the
leading driving force in Si atomic line organization [29], it is especially interesting to explore
if one can also build C nanostructures on this β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface. Indeed, the latter
has its surface organization driven by anisotropic compressive stress along the dimer rows and
tensile stress perpendicular to the dimer rows [34]. It is possible to modify the balance between
these two factors by thermal annealing. It is therefore challenging to explore if one can also
build C nanostructures on β-SiC(100) surfaces. We first look at the effect of 9 min of annealing
at 1250 ± 30 ◦C on the β-SiC(100) c(2 ×2) surface. Figure 34 shows the corresponding STM
topograph (600 Å × 600 Å) which exhibits a large number of nanostructures made of double
spot rows oriented perpendicular to the step edge [33]. One can immediately remark that these
C atomic lines are very different from the Si atomic lines observed above (figures 27– 31) since
the latter are very straight and have their length (>1 µm) limited only by the substrate [29].
Instead, the C atomic lines have lengths ranging from 20 to 400 Å and are not necessarily
straight. In addition, while the Si atomic lines are built above the surface, the C atomic lines
are part of the surface [33].

Figures 35(a)–(c) show more detailed images of these atomic lines with empty electronic
state STM topographs for a β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface after annealing at 1250 ◦C for 8, 15,
and 23 min. One can see that the atomic line density increases with the annealing time to
cover the whole surface after 23 min at 1250 ◦C (figure 35(d)). These atomic lines are made of
double spots corresponding to atomic lines made of asymmetric C–C dimers having a single
bond in an sp3 electronic configuration and 2 dangling bonds on each C atom belonging to
a dimer [33]. Upon increasing the temperature, the C≡C triple bond dimer is broken, with
a 90◦ rotation leading to the establishing of the simple bond C–C dimer having a diamond-
like sp3 configuration [33]. At longer annealing times, the surface undergoes a diamond-type
transformation and is covered by sp3 C atomic lines.

Additional insights about this diamond-type surface transformation could be found by
looking at recent ab initio first principles theoretical calculations using the density functional
theory (DFT) approach and generalized-gradient approximations (GGA) studying C atomic
line formation on the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2) surface [92]. Interestingly, it is found that, at
0 K, the formation of sp C≡C triple bond dimers (c(2 × 2) reconstruction) is favoured
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Figure 35. 300 Å×300 Å STM topographs of a C-terminated β-SiC(100) c(2×2) surface obtained
by tunnelling into (a) the empty and (b) the filled states after a 15 min annealing the surface at
1250 ◦C. 200 Å × 200 Å STM topographs obtained by tunnelling into (c) the empty electronic
states and (d) the filled electronic states after a 23 min annealing at 1250 ◦C. One can clearly see
the growth of sp3 diamond-like atomic lines. The density of these C chains versus annealing time
at 1250 ◦C is provided in (d). The tip bias was Vt = ±3 V at a 0.3 nA tunnelling current.

over sp3 C–C simple dimers by only a few millielectronvolts per dimer [92]. However,
for small applied compressive stress geometries, the situation is reversed, favouring a sp3

bonding configuration [92]. This means that, in the real experimental situation, when the
temperature is raised to around 1250 ◦C, the situation is most likely reversed, favouring sp3

defect formation [92]. Most significantly, as soon as the number of sp3 defects increases, the
energy to form an additional sp3 defect decreases drastically, leading to the formation of sp3

C–C dimer lines [92]. Also, the sp3 C–C dimer is slightly below the surface (by 0.3 Å), which
is in agreement with the above STM observation that this sp3 C–C dimer is ‘within’ the c(2×2)

surface, since the STM does probe electronic ‘heights’ rather than geometric ones. In addition,
the calculated STM images [92] are found to be in excellent agreement with the experimental
STM topographs, as can be seen in figure 36. In particular, experimental and calculated height
profiles show the asymmetric nature of the sp3 C–C dimer at low coverages [33, 92].
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Figure 36. Comparison between an experimental STM topograph and a calculated STM image for
sp3 C–C dimer lines on the β-SiC(100) c(2×2) surface: (a) 100 Å×100 Å STM topographs (empty
electronic states) with a straight C atomic line and a C atomic line with a bend. A height profile along
an sp3 C–C dimer (X X ′) and perpendicular to sp C≡C dimer bonds is provided at the bottom [33].
Calculated empty (b) and filled (c) electronic states STM images for the β-SiC(100) c(2 × 2)

surface with a sp3 defect concentration of 1/2 with corresponding height profiles along an sp3

C–C dimer and perpendicular to sp C≡C dimer bonds. The images are computed with a constant
current [92]. Notice the agreement between the STM topograph and the calculated image showing
the asymmetric nature of the sp3 C–C dimer line when isolated.

It is very interesting to remark that such a diamond-type transformation takes place in
vacuum and temperature conditions that are very close to those of diamond growth in interstellar
space and which are found, for example, on meteorites [9]. Figure 37(a) gives a model of the
sp to sp3 diamond-type transformation with atomic C lines made of asymmetric dimers at low
line density, when the spacing between these sp3 line is large [33]. When these lines cover
the whole surface, the interaction between two sp3 dimers belonging to adjacent lines leads to
symmetric C–C dimers as depicted in figure 37(b).

6. Nanochemistry on β-SiC(100) surfaces

6.1. Molecular hydrogen interaction with the 3 × 2 and c(4 × 2) reconstructions

Since the surfaces of cubic silicon carbide could now be considered as well-defined with
identification of their atomic structure, it is interesting to look at the effect of some simple
adsorbate like hydrogen on both molecular and atomic species. Hydrogen interaction with
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Figure 37. A schematic display of the structure of (a) a straight C atomic line (left) and (right)
another one showing a detailed scheme of a C line bend, with in both cases asymmetric C–C dimers.
When the C atomic chain density increases, the C–C dimers become symmetric as shown in (b).
The surface primitive unit cell parameter is a = a0/

√
2 where a0 = 4.36 Å is the β-SiC lattice

constant.

silicon surfaces has been shown to result in very efficient surface passivation [93, 94]. So it
is challenging to investigate the effect of molecular hydrogen on SiC. We look at the effect
of H2 on the cubic Si-rich 3 × 2 [27] and Si-terminated c(4 × 2) β-SiC(100) [28] surface
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Figure 38. (a) and (b) H2/β-SiC(100) 3 × 2: 300 Å × 300 Å STM topographs (filled states) of
clean (a) and 10 L exposed surface (b). (c) and (d) H2/β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2): 200 Å × 200 Å STM
topographs (filled states) of clean (c) and 10 L H2 exposed surface (d). The number of H adsorption
sites versus H2 exposures is also displayed in (d).

reconstructions using STM. Figures 38(a)–(d) display STM topographs for clean and 10 H2 L
exposed 3 × 2 and c(4 × 2) surfaces. One can clearly see that, while the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2
exhibits no change upon H2 exposure, the β-SiC(100) c(4×2) surface is significantly affected,
with new dark spots indicating hydrogen interaction with up-dimers [95]. Such a reaction
implies H2 dissociation. The inset in figure 38(d) displays a plot representing the number of
dark sites versus H2 exposures. From the initial slope, one can derive the RT molecular H2

sticking probability on the β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface as s0 = 2 × 10−3 [95]. Interestingly,
this value is very high, especially when compared to the Si(100) surface, where H2 sticking
probabilities are s0 < 1 × 10−11 for terraces [96], i.e. 8 orders of magnitude higher. In the
empty states topographs, each spot corresponds to a down Si–Si dimer of the AUDD model [28].
While the H atoms interact with up-dimers, this affects the two down-dimer nearest neighbours
belonging to the same row with a significant charge redistribution [95].

The valence band (VB) gives additional insights about H2 on β-SiC(100) surfaces.
Figure 39 displays representative VB spectra for clean and H2 covered 3 × 2 (a) and c(4 × 2)

(b) surfaces. Both clean surfaces exhibit bulk (B) and surface (Sa and Sb) states, the latter ones
related to Si–Si dimers and located in the band gap [59, 38]. The β-SiC(100) 3×2 VB spectra
show no change with H2 exposures, further stressing no reaction to H, in excellent agreement
with the real space STM surface imaging. Instead, the c(4 × 2) surface state Sb is rapidly
quenched upon H2 exposures, indicating a strong interaction with the Si dimers, very likely
through the dangling bonds. Since STM is tunnelling from the surface states, this behaviour
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a

b

Figure 39. Valence band photoemission spectra (hν =
16.85 eV) for clean and H2 exposed to 10 and 20 L of (a)
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 and (b) β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surfaces.
The photon energy was 16.85 eV (Ne I).

Figure 40. 200 Å×200 Å STM topographs (filled states)
showing the H influence on Si self-organized atomic lines
built on a β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface. One can notice
that H reacts with the surface (becoming 2 × 1) and not
with the Si atomic lines which remain unaffected.

explains why reacted H sites appear dark in the filled state topographs. No more VB change
occurs at higher H2 exposures, indicating saturation, while the VB still has a significant density
of states below EF, with a surface exhibiting an H-induced 2×1 array [95, 97], with all dimers
being at the same height due to H-induced charge transfer into Si dimers [95].

The above results indicate that H2 molecules react with up-dimers of the β-SiC(100) c(4×
2) surface reconstruction with subsequent dissociation and H atom adsorption on dangling
bonds producing a double hydrogenated dimer (monohydride). This behaviour is very different
from the Si(100) 2 × 1 surface, where H2 dissociation takes place at steps/defects only, the
terraces remaining inert at RT (s0 ≈ 10−11) [96]. This very different situation between
β-SiC(100) c(4×2) and Si(100) 2×1 results from major electronic and structural differences.
Indeed, SiC lattice distortions, stressed backbond relaxation and electronic redistribution
around EF play a crucial role in the process, leading to very high sticking probabilities
(s0 ≈ 2 × 10−3). The fact that, at low-temperature annealing (700 ◦C), the hydrogenated
surface eliminates the dark reacted spots and restores the c(4 × 2) surface indicates that these
reacted dark sites do not correspond to missing dimers [95]. This also shows that the H
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Figure 41. H/β-SiC(100)-3 × 2: 150 Å × 150 Å empty electronic states STM topographs (tip bias
−3 V at a 0.2 nA tunnelling current), on clean and 10 L atomic hydrogen exposed surfaces.

interaction does not result in surface etching, with no thermal desorption of Si–H radicals.
Therefore, while the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface remains totally inert to molecular hydrogen,
the β-SiC(100) c(4×2) is highly reactive to H2 (with sticking probabilities ≈10+8 higher than
for silicon), resulting in molecular dissociation. H atoms are adsorbed at Si dangling bond
sites, leading to higher exposures to H inducing a 2 × 1 surface as a result of all Si dimers
being at the same height [95, 97]. Finally, the Si-terminated β-SiC(100) surface passivation
by hydrogen allows Si atomic lines to be built, which like the 3 × 2 reconstruction remain
unaffected by molecular H2, on a passivated wide band gap semiconductor surface, as can be
seen in figure 40 [95].

6.2. Atomic hydrogen-induced β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface metallization

The passivation of semiconductor surfaces against chemical attacks can be achieved by
terminating the surface-dangling bonds with a monovalent atom such as hydrogen. Such
passivation leads to the removal of all surface states in the band gap, and thus to the
termination of non-metallic surfaces. Such an approach has been especially successful for
the Si surfaces [93, 94]. As just seen above, the Si-terminated β-SiC(100) c(4 × 2) surface
reconstruction is also decorated by H [95]. Contrary to previous beliefs [64], the Si-rich
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface keeps its original 3 × 2 ordering upon atomic H-exposures [65].

The first example of H-induced semiconductor surface metallization is shown to occur on
the Si-rich β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface [65]. This striking result is established by atom-resolved
scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM, STS), synchrotron radiation-based
core level and valence band photoelectron spectroscopies (CL-XPS, VB-UPS) and multiple
reflection infrared absorption spectroscopy (MR-IRAS). It was performed for the Si-rich
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface. The metallization is evidenced/understood by band gap closing
(STS), Fermi level built-up (VB-UPS), Si 2p reactive component (CL-XPS) and specific
vibrational features (MR-IRAS). The synchrotron radiation-based photoemission experiments
were performed at the third generation Elettra source on the VUV beam line using the Si 2p
core level and valence band at a base pressure in the 10−11 Torr. Atomic H exposures were
performed at a sample temperature of 300 ◦C using research grade hydrogen dissociated by a
heated tungsten filament.

We first look at the effect of atomic H exposures on the surface structure by scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS). Figure 41 displays 150 Å × 150 Å
STM topographs (empty electronic states) for a clean (1a) and a partially H-covered (1b)
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Figure 42. STS I (V ) measurements on a clean 3 × 2 surface (left), on H covered 3 × 2 (centre)
and O2 exposed (500 L) (right). Upon H atomic exposure, band gap closing occurs, with no band
gap opening when the hydrogenated surface is exposed to oxygen.

hν = 42 eV

120L H

Clean 3x2

0.5 0 – 0.5
Binding Energy in eV

Figure 43. Metallization of the H/β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface
evidenced through Fermi level build-up in valence band ultraviolet
photoemission spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation at a photon
energy of hν = 42 eV.

β-SiC(100) 3×2 surface. As can be seen from figure 41(a), while the clean surface exhibits the
expected asymmetric Si dimers [27, 65],when the surface is exposed to atomic H (figure 41(b)),
the H atoms decorate the Si dangling bonds, leading to top Si dimers becoming symmetric and
keeping a 3 × 2 array as for clean surface [65].

Next, we now look at the electronic properties using scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
(STS) and at the spectral response around the Fermi level by photoemission spectroscopy. As
can be seen from figure 42 which displays the I–V characteristics for clean and H-covered
surface, H exposure results in β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 band gap closing [65]. Such a behaviour
suggests surface metallization. Most interestingly, such a metallization does not seem to be
affected by oxygen adsorption, since upon a 500 L of O2 exposure on the hydrogen covered
3 × 2 surface, STS shows no band gap opening (figure 42, right) [98, 99].

Deeper insight into this interesting H-induced surface metallization can be found by
looking at the electronic properties around the Fermi level using valence band photoemission
at hν = 42 eV photon energy. As can be seen from figure 43, the H interaction with the
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface results in a surface state developing at the Fermi level with a clear
Fermi edge indicating surface metallization [65, 100].

In order to understand the nature of the hydrogen interaction onto the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2
surface better, we now use high-energy resolution core level photoemission spectroscopy at the
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Figure 44. H/β-SiC(100) 3 × 2: Si 2p core level decomposition for clean (top) and H covered
(bottom) 3 × 2 surface. S1, S2 and S3 are the surface and subsurface shifted components and R
the reactive component. The binding energy reference is relative to B, the bulk component. The
photon energy was hν = 150 eV.

Si 2p core level which provides very useful insights into Si bonding configurations. Figure 44
shows the Si 2p core level recorded at a 150 eV photon energy (surface sensitive mode) for the
clean and the H-exposed 3×2 surface reconstruction. The spectra are decomposed into surface,
subsurface and bulk components that are specific of the 3 × 2 reconstruction: it includes 3
surface and subsurface shifted components [98, 99]. S1 is related to the up-atom of the top
asymmetric dimer. S2 accounts for the down-atom of the top asymmetric Si dimer and to
atoms located in the second Si plane. S3 is connected to the Si–Si dimers located in the third
Si atomic plane and to the other Si atoms in the second plane that are not related to S2 [98, 99].
The effect of H atoms on surface Si atoms can be traced in figure 44, which shows that S1 is
shifted by 450 meV to lower binding energy as a result of charge transfer into the top dimer
leading to it being symmetric. Such an energy shift to lower binding energy is also an indication
of surface metallization as observed, for example, for III–V compound metal/semiconductor
interfaces [24]. The other interesting feature is the appearance of a reacted shifted component
R shifted by 470 meV to higher binding energy from the S3 subsurface component. This
indicates strong H interaction below the surface, breaking Si dimers in the subsurface region,
leaving some Si atoms with very different electronic status than on the clean surface [99].
Indeed, such a behaviour could be correlated to the multiple reflection-infrared absorption
spectroscopy (MR-IRAS) experiments showing a specific vibrational mode indicating H atom
bonding to an Si atom which is bonded to a C atom [65]. This could occur only in the third Si
plane located just above the first C plane—see, for example, figure 10 above [50].

The H atoms attack on the third plane Si–Si dimers leads to dimer breaking, leaving
two Si dangling bonds which are expected to become terminated by an H atom just like for
the top surface dangling bonds. However, due to steric space limitations, only one Si dimer
could be decorated by an H atom, leaving the other one empty [65, 99]. Such an asymmetric
attack results in a very different electronic status between the two Si atoms initially forming a
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Figure 45. A sequence showing the H atoms interacting with the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface and
subsurface: (a) clean β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface; (b) impinging H atoms decorate Si dangling
bonds; (c) top Si–Si dimers become symmetric, which weakens Si–Si dimers in the third plane;
(d) asymmetric attack of H atoms on the Si–Si dimers in the third plane with, due to steric hindrance,
only one Si dangling bond being decorated by an H atom. This leads to charge transfer and
metallization. As seen above, the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface reconstruction includes three silicon
atomic layers (1/3SiML + 2/3SiML + 1Si ML) on top of the first carbon plane—see figure 10.

dimer, leading to a significant charge transfer that induces the observed metallization [65, 99].
Figure 45 displays a sequence of the H atoms interaction with the β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface
showing the different steps described above. Another interesting aspect of this H-induced
metallization is that it originates from atomic defects organized in stripes along an atomically
straight line, as can be seen in figure 46 on a 3D view of the hydrogenated surface. Also, H
hopping between the two dangling bond sites of the third-layer broken dimer could be expected,
due to the small distance between the Si atoms [50], suggesting a possible one-dimensional
character of the electronic states responsible for the metallization [65, 100].

This hydrogen-induced β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface is in sharp contrast with the behaviour
of diamond covered by hydrogen which remains insulating [101, 102]. However, such an
H-covered diamond surface becomes conducting when exposed to air, likely due to the doping
effect of water [102]. Notice that, very recently, deuterium has also been found to induce
conductivity on a diamond boron-doped surface [103]. In the latter case, the mechanism
seems to be very different from the H-induced SiC metallization [65] since it is also related
to a doping effect. Indeed, the deuterium-induced diamond conductivity results rather from
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Figure 46. Schematic atomic models (side and 3D views) of the clean and H-covered
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surfaces: (a) clean and (b) H-covered. The atomic structure of the clean
β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface was determined by real space atom-resolved STM [27], theory [62]
and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction [50].

deuterium diffusion through the entire boron-doped layer, leading to the passivation of boron
acceptors with a conversion from a highly p-type status to an n-type conductivity [103].

To conclude this section, atomic hydrogen deposition on the Si-rich β-SiC(100) 3 × 2
surface is found to induce surface metallization, which is the first example of H-induced
semiconductor surface metallization [65]. This unprecedented feature results from H inducing
an asymmetric attack on the subsurface Si–Si dangling bonds, creating a specific defect.
The metallization process results from the competition between hydrogen termination of
surface dangling bonds and hydrogen-generated steric hindrance below the surface. Most
interestingly, the H/β-SiC(100) 3 × 2 surface does not seem to be very sensitive to corrosion
since its metallization is not removed by oxygen. The hydrogen-induced metallization directly
impacts the ability to eliminate electronic defects at semiconductor interfaces critical for
microelectronics, provides means to develop electrical contacts on high band-gap chemically
passive materials, particularly exciting for interfacing with biological systems, and gives
control of surfaces for lubrication, e.g. of nanomechanical devices.
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7. Conclusions, new developments and perspectives

We have reviewed the atomic structure and properties of the (100) face of cubic β-SiC
surface reconstructions, Si atomic lines self-formation, temperature-induced metallic phase
transition, diamond type surface transformation and nanochemistry with the unprecedented
finding of H-induced semiconductor surface metallization. These have been established using
advanced experimental techniques such as atom-resolved scanning tunnelling microscopy
and spectroscopy, synchrotron radiation-based valence band and core level photoelectron
spectroscopies and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction, and by ab initio total energy
calculations. Overall, the knowledge and understanding of β-SiC(100) surfaces has made
considerable progress during the last decade, showing the existence of many surface
reconstructions, the formation of Si or C nanostructures having unprecedented characteristics,
exotic phase transitions and novel nanochemistry. SiC is a model system, and as appropriately
mentioned by Bermudez [47], appears as a ‘surface science laboratory’ on its own. Its surface
can now be controlled at the atomic scale and exhibits very complex reconstruction structures
that are often driven by stress. Knowledge, atomic scale control and understanding of the
surfaces of this advanced material now open up the possibility to investigate adsorbates,
interfaces and novel nanostructures of this model semiconductor and address new issues of
both fundamental and technological importance.
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